Propel your business
with the Cloud
Cloudbox SentinelOne
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At Cloudbox, we build lasting partnerships
with our clients to ensure that all your IT
security requirements solutions are met.
We’ve done the ground work by conducting
extensive comparisons of products –
testing and retesting them – and then
selecting the best of breed solutions to offer
to our clients.

Power and Azure platforms to integrate
applications like CRM, financial apps like
Xero and service management solutions to
automate business processes and create
streamlined workflows.

Apart from being subject experts, we have
the technical expertise to fully implement
and manage the solutions to their full
potential. This includes using the Microsoft
Cloudbox SentinelOne
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Enterprise security teams face multiple
challenges when attempting to detect,
investigate and remediate an advanced
attack. Lack of visibility into critical
control points, manual searches through
large and disparate data sources that
lack context and correlation, alert fatigue
from poor signal to noise ratio, and
difficulty containing the attack quickly
disrupt business-critical processes,
impact productivity and increase
operating costs.

Cloudbox SentinelOne
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Real-time detection and remediation of complex threats with
no need for human intervention
Accelerated triage and root cause analysis with incident
insights and the best MITRE ATT&CK alignment on the market
Integrated threat intelligence for detection and enrichment
from leading 3rd party feeds as well as our proprietary sources
Patented 1-Click Remediation & Rollback
Intuitive user experience reduces the skills required to add
threat hunting to your security operations
Data retention options to suit every need, from 14 to 365+ days.
Uncompromising protection across Windows, Linux, and macOS
endpoints - physical, virtual, container, cloud or datacentre
Rapid deployment interoperability features ensure a fast,
smooth rollout
RESTful APIs and pre-built integrations to various Enterprise
applications and services

Cloudbox SentinelOne
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MITRE ATT&CK® is a globally-accessible knowledge base of adversary
tactics and techniques based on real-world observations. The ATT&CK
knowledge base is used as a foundation for the development of
specific threat models and methodologies in the private sector, in
government, and in the cybersecurity product and service community.

Source: https://www.sentinelone.com/blog/our-take-sentinelones-2022-mitre-attck-evaluation-results/

Cloudbox SentinelOne
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Delivering 100% visibility and quality context & insights without the noise.

INSTILLS
CONFIDENCE

WORKS
OUT-OF-THE-BOX

MOVES AT
MACHINE SPEED

ZERO missed
detections

ZERO configuration
changes

ZERO delayed
detections

Source: https://www.sentinelone.com/blog/our-take-sentinelones-2022-mitre-attck-evaluation-results/

Cloudbox SentinelOne
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Easy deployment

Effective protection

Options to suit all
organisations

Cloud-workload ready

Strong MITRE
ATT&CK results

Timely, quality
customer support

Lean Forward
Organisations

Blended Approach
Organisations

Prevention Focused
Organisations

Highest score

Highest score

Highest score

SentinelOne receives top scores for Type A, B and C-uses
cases in Gartner’s 2021 Critical capabilities for endpoint
protection platforms. SentinelOne meets you where you are
with options to suit each type of organisation.
Cloudbox SentinelOne
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> Malware Prevention – Deploying SentinelOne software will
automatically prevent the execution of suspicious or known
malicious software, often preventing the outbreak or spread of
malware. Through blacklist policy management, delivery of unique
signatures and threat intelligence indicator matching, Cloudbox can
deny, terminate, and block operations remotely.
> Endpoint Response – Cloudbox will take a specific set of
actions at the completion of an investigation: quarantine, delete,
whitelist, monitor, or blacklist. If an advanced investigation with
live/real-time response is needed, Cloudbox may perform remote
intrusion response activities such as endpoint isolation and rollback.
> Threat Hunting – The Cloudbox security team proactively and
iteratively search through events to detect and isolate advanced
threats that evade existing security solutions.
> Comprehensive Reporting – Monthly reporting that includes an
overview of threats, actions, deployments and trends
> Clear Communication – The Cloudbox security team will alert the
customer of any critical incidents detected in the environment with
clear follow-up actions and recommendations.
> Incident Management – Cloudbox will provide incident response
and management for any major incident detected. Incident
response and management can include threat hunting, isolation,
mitigation, recommendations and management support.

Want to find out more? Contact us today
UNITED KINGDOM
+44 (20) 3761 8080

SOUTH AFRICA
+27 (21) 203 2900

SINGAPORE
+65 (69) 298 220

enquiries@cloudboxtech.com | www.cloudboxtech.com
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